
Alfa TV
Alfa TV is a Finnish commercial broadcaster, 
based in Kerava to the north of the capital, 
Helsinki, is mainly owned by IRR-TV, christian 
media ministry and has been on air since 2013. 
Alfa TV offers a broad range of programming, 
including daily live discussion programs. The 
channel is funded by advertising and reaches 
over a million viewers weekly in Finland. More 
recently, Alfa TV is working on launching its 
own news service. 
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Studios

“What I enjoy most about nxtedition is the integration of all the systems into one interface from 
where you can get all the work done. It’s simple yet powerful. Using the Display account for 
example makes it easy to share the rundown or timer for the makeup room so they know how 
much time they have until the next quest has to be ready for the LIVE.”
Alexander Store, TV director and technician

Alfa TV expands studio capabilities

Alfa TV uses a total of four studios for programme origination, including two in a new building. 
This centre was opened in 2019, and provides production facilities for a broad range of content 
including music and dance as well as talk shows. It has also hosted national events like the 
annual Miss Suomi pageant. 

The first studio operated from the start with production automation and asset management 
from nxtedition. The second gallery, planned from the outset, was commissioned in 2021 and 
equipped with nxtedition technology, primarily to serve a news offering. Installation and systems 
integration continued despite the covid pandemic, which limited access to both technical staff 
and journalists. 

The nxtedition platform was originally suggested to Alfa TV by systems integrator TV-Tools in 
2019, as offering all the power required for the channel’s requirements, in a package which was 
cost-effective and – most important – intuitive to use. It also provides the capabilities to expand 
in the future, such as this latest addition of the second gallery. 
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“Alfa TV has implemented a full deployment of our platform, and use it really effectively. The 
studios are very productive, delivering a lot of content with short turnrounds, live outputs, 
and the ability to service external clients as well as in-house productions, some of which are 
very large scale. Nxtedition has proved itself as reliable and easy to understand, and we are 
delighted that Alfa TV came back to us when they needed to activate a second studio.” 
Ola Malmgren, CEO, nxtedition

Technology Used

Alfa TV sees social media as a vital route to engage with its audience. One of the strengths of the 
nxtedition platform is the speed with which video clips can be delivered to social media: simply 
define in and out points and click on publish. This ensures social media is updated very quickly 
with interesting and relevant material from Alfa’s output. 

The system’s capabilities and workflows were defined by a working party within Alfa TV, including 
operators and creative staff from directors to journalists. They built on the ease of use of 
the system to set operator-friendly user interfaces and working practices. The ultimate goal, 
according to Alfa TV, is to make it easier for more staff to make great content.

About nxtedition

Founded in 2012, nxtedition has revolutionised video 
production through a creative application of the latest 
software techniques. nxtedition pioneered the virtualisation 
of the whole broadcast process, replacing complex and 
expensive legacy technology with a fresh, coherent, 
integrated approach.

The traditional approach of single-function products from 
multiple vendors creates layers of complexity. These 
solutions are expensive to purchase, difficult to maintain, 
hard to integrate and update, and need specialist staff to 
operate.

nxtedition takes a completely different approach. Using the 
latest in web technologies repurposed for the broadcast 
environment, nxtedition virtualises appliances – prompters, 

newsroom control systems, automation, asset management, 
transcoding, video servers, graphics engines and more. It 
creates sufficient instances of these appliances in software to 
meet the dynamic needs of the operation.

The guiding principle of nxtedition is that news and 
broadcasting is a single sweeping concept, so it should be 
managed by a single, coherent system. nxtedition allows 
users to plan, write, edit, playout and archive content while 
focusing on storytelling and not the underlying technology.
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More information at www.nxtedition.com

• nxt-SERVER
• nxt-PLAYOUT
• nxt-INGEST
• nxt-SUPERVISOR
• nxt-PLAY KEYPAD
• nxt-SHOTBOX
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